
Saturday 1
st

 October  Leeds City Boys U11s ‘A’ v Barnsley U11s 

 

1
st

 Third 

A great team effort from the parents pre and post match was completely overshadowed by the team on the pitch. For their first  

home league game every player put in 100% for the team, with some outstanding goals and performances. 

A lively crowd at the Stadio De Santa Teresa, Leeds started fast and within the first minute a fantastic effort by Moorby from the 

right wing. That set the tempo of the game and a minute later a through ball from Barone to Hernandez making the Barnsley 

keeper save bravely at his feet. Barnsley then on the break but a great tackle from Hale to stop their first attack on goal sending 

the ball straight up the other end with Hernandez just shooting wide.  

Coaches Mr E and Mr R continually giving instruction to be drowned out by Leeds goalkeeper Emery’s encouraging vocals and 

direction which could be heard for miles around keeping his slick defence on their toes at all times. First attempt on goal from 

Barrett on the volley just inches past the post. Barnsley break again and the great team effort from defenders Westerman & 

Paynter they clear once again, ending with a foul against Hale. Hale quickly takes the free kick and a great move from 

Hernandez sending Barrett through on goal to slot past the keeper with his left foot. 1-0 to Leeds after 9 mins. 

From the kick off Barnsley on the attack pulling out a great save from Emery palming the ball into the path of Paynter to clear up 

field setting up Barone to test the Barnsley Keeper once again with a finger tip save. Keeper cleared but left the goal exposed 

which Warren took advantage of with a half volley from the edge of the box to give Leeds their 2
nd

 2-0 Leeds after 16 mins. 

18 mins gone and another great ball from Hernandez to Barrett who once again slotted past the keeper with his right foot this 

time to get Leeds 3
rd

 – 3-0 to Leeds. Barnsley straight into the attack from the kick off with Westerman, not for the first time, 

mopping up at the back to send the ball up field for Moorby to run at the Barnsley defence, only being stopped by the referees 

whistle to end the 1
st

 third.  

2
nd

 third 

Westerman, Warren, Hernandez and Hale making way for the subs Vasey, Hirst, Moyles & Fernandes. Barnsley started well 

with Vasey straight into the action clearing with his head to send Barone on a magical run to shoot just wide. Great catch from 

Emery from a Barnsley attack which he then sent Moorby on the attack into Fernandes with a sweet finish to make it four. 4-0 

to Leeds at 22 mins 

Moyles called into defensive action from the kick off with a strong clearance sending Paynter on a run through the middle of the 

pitch, Barnsley cleared only for a four man Leeds attack to break down the defence with Moorby setting up Barrett for his hat 

trick – 5-0 Leeds after 28mins. Then a  magnificent volley from Moyles was matched by the tremendous save from the Barnsley 

keeper who was certainly being kept busy in the goal. 

Corner to Barnsley which was smothered by Emery in goal who sent Vasey down the wing and putting a great ball in which the 

Barsnley keeper bravely cleared again and set up the attack for his team. Hirst tracking back well to clear the attack and firing 

the ball into the crowd.  

Some great footwork from Barone to finish the middle third with a stunning lob from Moyles that just went wide. 

3
rd

 Third 

Barrett, Barone, Paynter and Moorby rested to be replaced by Westerman, Warren, Hernandez and Hale. After 2 minutes 

Leeds first attack seeing a great through ball from Vasey to Hernandez – 6 – 0 Leeds.  Straight from the kick off Westerman 

cleared up field for Warren to get his second with a quite special lob from the left wing to go over the keeper for their seventh – 

Leeds 7-0 after 43 mins. 

49 mins and another great volley from Moyles to be once again matched by the heroic Barnsley keeper followed by a great run 

down the wing by Westerman for the ball to be put out of play by the Barnsley defence.  Two minutes later Moyles with 

another chance from the edge of the box – GOAL Leeds 8 – 0.  



53 mins gone and great play from Hernandez into Vasey only for his goal to be disallowed for offside, by Referee K Smith who 

had a faultless performance. Fernandes on the attack again with a solo run from the half way line GOAL 9 – 0 Leeds after 56 

mins. 

Barnsley still pressing forward but could not break the Leeds defence, Hirst defending well to then find Vasey who just fired over 

and then in the final minute of the match Vasey on the volley found the back of the net to make it 10 – 0 to Leeds. 

Barnsley could just not break the Leeds defence with Westerman, Hale and Hirst standing strong and Emery continuously 

deafening the crowd with his words of wisdom and instructions!. A great attacking team performance which saw the Barnsley 

keeper pull off some outstanding saves to be my man of the match. 

Team 

Emery, Westerman, Vasey (1), Paynter, Hale, Hirst, Warren (2), Moorby, Fernandes (2), Hernandez (1), Barone, Moyles (1), 

Barrett (3).  

 

   


